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Septem ber 20, 2018
In Case Y ou Missed It...
September is a month that speaks directly to our mission. It is both National Service Dog
Month, and National Suicide Awareness Month. We train service dogs to prevent veteran
suicide. In our seven years of existence, we have a 99% success rate at suicide
prevention. Prescription medications for PTSD can't say the same. And while we've been
preventing veteran suicide, we've also saved the lives of hundreds of abandoned dogs, giving
them a new purpose as a service dog.
To mark this month, we've been posting special, related content on social media. Be sure
you're keeping up with our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn pages - not just in
September, but every month - for the latest program news to see what your support is
helping us achieve. Thank you for being a part of our life-saving mission. We hope this
month is meaningful for you, too.

Warrior Update

"One Soldier's PTSD Story"
A warrior in last month's class draws sketches on a regular basis as a creative outlet to
manage her PTSD symptoms.
While in training at Camp K9, she drew these unique, contemplative scenes and posted them
to her Instagram account.
Click to watch "One Soldier's PTSD Story."

Supporter Spotlight
One day recently, when our dog trainers were out doing public training with our future service
dogs, a sweet little girl who had been watching them walked up and handed this to them.
Talk about pulling at your heart strings!
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